WHAT’S YOUR ENGAGEMENT
GAME PLAN GONNA BE?
May - July 2020

Dear HR Homies,
In the current zeitgeist, it is pretty much implicit that the engagement levels of the employees are frail.
Everyone is confined to their condos as social distancing becomes the need in times when it is a defense
mechanism. The problem is that along with social distancing, the social disconnect is on the rise. That is
why it is crucial to keep the troops connected and engaged.
There is so much innovation happening in the world of HR, the need of the hour for every HR today, is to
engage and motivate employees like never before.
Xoxoday Empuls has proven to be crucial in these turbulent times by keeping the employees engaged,
connected, and removing the social-disconnect element. However, turbulent times call for proactive
measures and Empuls is a truly power-packed platform to take up these measures.
Here is a little creative inspiration to plan your next engagement initiatives that would bolster your
organization’s morale and your valued employees would stay connected and engaged while staying home.

What’s inside?

Inspiration

Discovery

Knowledge

Plan your engagement
calendar, to identify your
employees interests and
organization’s important dates.

Uncover new, fun areas
that will give you and your
employees a reason to
celebrate.

Improve your engagement
and performance practices
every month with helpful
tips and best practices.

Cheers to a high engagement experience with your folks!

Team

May
SECRETS TO BUILDING A GREAT PLACE TO WORK
As Forbes article notes, company culture is the backbone of a happy workforce. But building a
sustained positive company culture takes time and commitment. Leaders must model company values
and train management as culture ambassadors. And culture encompasses all aspects of the business,
from hiring to creating a culture of recognition and appreciation.

Don’t miss any celebration!
11 - Mother’s Day
20 - Quarantine Cooking Series
22 - Eid Mehfil
26 - Lockdown Hero Awards

MY MOM & ME (11th May)
May is the month to recognise mothers for all that they do. Mothers are the reason for an individual to be
carved to a better being.
Employees would always love to share a special moment with their colleagues.
"When you look into your mother's eyes, you know you are looking at the purest form of love you will ever
know" I don't think any other love can comprehend this. If we all started seeing the world with those same
eyes, there would be no war..no malice!
Love is the perfect antidote to all your problems, and that of a mother personifies it. It's delightful,
life-affirming, blessed and holy.
Empuls that one super power you think your supermom poses.. or empuls a lovely pic with your mom!

#Childhood with Mom

QUARANTINE COOKING SERIES (20th May)
'WHAT'S COOKIN' ???
You can encourage your folks to share pics & recipes of their cooking experiments. It's a sure way to keep
them engaged while they get to flaunt their cooking skills with the rest of their teams.

Your post can go like…...
“How has your life changed due to lockdown ? One of the very
common answers will be - Indulging in cooking experiments!”
“We cooked and cleaned with vigour. Learned tricks on how to sweep and mop (sweep
while walking forward, mop while walking backwards), experimented and arrived at the
most efficient way to wash dishes (scrub all at once, rinse all at once). We explored
cooking channels on youtube and cooked up a storm, discovered food influencers, and
realised cooking is therapeutic. From maggie sandwiches to burnt chapatis reloaded as
Papads. We've aced it like a pro!!!”
“Empuls pics of the new recipes/dishes you have tried or 'what I'm having for lunch today'
pics. We've many among us, who proudly flaunt their cooking skills over our daily connect.”

Tag those super chefs to post a pic of their culinary experiments.

An opportunity to openly challenge their
peers to post their culinary wonders is
something they wouldn't want to miss!

Every Festival is special! (22nd May)

E id M eh fil
A jugalbandi of sher-O-shyari for Mushaira challenge between teams is an interesting way to see
employees compete with each other.
Give a interesting flavour to the contest by giving a theme as ‘Tech v/s Non Tech’ or ‘HR v/s Finance’ or
‘Manager v/s Reportee’
Your post can go like…...
An Eid Mehfil is what we need now!
With too many talented folks around us, it would be unfair to let go off an
opportunity to showcase talent….This eid, lets display a jugalbandi of
sher-O-Shayari or a Mushaira session.
To make it interesting & flavorful… we’ll divide the teams as ________ & ________

So Start it off…….Arz kiya Hai….Wah Wah!!!

Lockdown Hero Awards (26th May)
Lockdown or a global work from home model has helped us all dive through a new norm of working style.
It's a great way to explore some cool, innovative and humorous ideas for employee awards… Awards that
your employees will actually love receiving!
Choose any of the below fun titles of awards.

Make separate posts for each award title:
If you plan to introduce 5 fun award titles. Post 5 different posts.
Employees may tag their peers, colleagues, managers, leaders or even self…This way we are breaking
down the silos in the most fun way possible and throwing a fun challenge to each other. The employee
receiving maximum mentions or tags wins the title.

Award Titles

Night Owl Award

Megaphone Award

Routinely appearing as
“active” during the oddest
hours of the night

Most likely to forget they are
not muted

Muted Award

Hangry Award

Most likely to talk while
muted

Always eating during calls

Did I Stutter? Award

Am I Audible Award

Most likely to cut in and out
during a conference call

?

The one who is in forever
doubt if he/she is audible

Can you see my
screen Award

Cool Under
Pressure Award

The one who keeps making sure
if his/her screen is visible to all.

Most likely to stay level-headed
no matter what’s happening

There's no better way to have a laugh while engaging your employees through these awards.

JUNE
JuNE
CRAFTING A CULTURE OF APPRECIATION
According to Inc., a Gallup study found that “employees who receive praise on a regular basis increase
their individual productivity, receive higher loyalty and satisfaction scores from customers, and are more
likely to stay with their organization.”

Don’t miss any celebration!
1-5 - Employee Appreciation Week
22 - Father’s Day

EMPLOYEE APPRECIATION WEEK (1st-5th Jun)
A perfect compliment reaches employees’ hearts, not just their heads, and makes them feel that you really
understand and care.
Open up a week of appreciation for all your employees across departments. Virtual pat on the back for
their hard work is what every employee would love in current times!
Encourage the leaders, managers and every employee to celebrate with peer to peer recognition. People
love to hear how their efforts positively affect others.
Giving a value badge or instant recognition on an open platform increases the employee morale and
keeps them in high spirits throughout the week.

Fathers Day (22nd Jun)
To make the Fathers day special for your employees, here are some activities that you can run…

Your post can go like…...
‘GIFT YOUR DAD SOME LOVE’
Hands up if you didn’t even know when is Father's Day this year??
If you’re like the rest of us, you celebrate Mother’s Day almost
religiously, but when it comes to dads, they are always left behind.

They never ask, they never expect… But it's always been on our minds to gift them that special
something.. Explore the various discounts and experiences available on the savings & benefits
hub to celebrate the occasion of Father’s Day just to make it special for you and your dad!
How about giving your dad a classic experience of unique style with discounted
gift vouchers from ‘The Man Company’
Maybe a cool watch from fastrack for the classy gentleman would make the
deal. Grab the perfect watch for the perfect man at discounted prices….

Dive into stores.xoxoday.com to explore your gifting options…

DAD & ME LOOK-ALIKE CONTEST
Your post can go like…...

“Daddy’s Girl or Papa’s Boy’… we all love to hear that however old we get….Here is a Dad &
me look-alike photo contest! Post a pic with your father where you think you both look
identical much. The post receiving the maximum agree button gets to be the winner!”

MY FAVORITE MEMORY WITH DAD
Your post can go like…...
Most of our favorite childhood memories are of making faces with Dad. A dad’s
sense of humor invokes that mix of shame, cringe, and laughter like a
well-punned dad joke. On the occasion of Father’s Day, share your favorite dad
jokes. Whether it’s through a written post, image, or even a meme, here is an
open platform to show off the fatherly funny bone known yo you”
Our favorite post will be reposted as today’s winner.

JUly
July
Bring Out the Best in Employees
Jake Herway puts it in a Gallup blog post: “An organization full of employees who believe they belong is
an organization full of employees who feel purposeful, inspired and alive.”

Don’t miss any celebration!
7 - Building a storyline
17 - World Emoji Day
31 - Twinning Day

Building a storyline (7th Jul)
Everyone loves a good story, right?
Building a storyline is one of the oldest and most fun team
building activities.
You as an engagement expert begins the story with one
opening sentence and another incomplete one. For
example: “Today @Amit decides to help his mother in the
kitchen. At first, he thought it was going to be easy, but then
he got a call from @Nikita…”
The next individual completes the previous line and adds
another incomplete sentence. (employees can tag each
other to build the story)
We all love a good story, right?
Building a storyline is one of the oldest and most fun way to
have a good laugh!
Your post can go like…...
I’ll begin the story with one opening sentence, tagging one of us and
leave an incomplete one.
The next person completes the sentence and tags another person to continue the story.
Think of interesting twists and turns we can bring into this story. To keep the flow you
can bring the characters back to the story too.
This way, lets tag and involve everyone we can until most of us have had a turn. Feel free
to tag anyone and everyone in here...
Aim to develop a comprehensive fun story structure by the end of the game!
I will monitor the story line and help to catch up if its going nowhere… :-)
By 5PM let's see what story we have built

This way, each remote employee contributes until everyone has had a turn. Aim to develop a
comprehensive story structure by the end of the game! Not only does building a storyline force teams to
use their creative juices, it also adds in the humor for a happy working environment.

WORLD EMOJI DAY (17th Jul)
July 17 is famously displayed on the Calendar Emoji,
which is why it is chosen as the date for World Emoji
Day.
The calendar emoji date is the reason this July 17 was
chosen, but the day is much bigger than just one
emoji. World Emoji Day is a celebration of all emojis.
Interestingly, this year it falls on a Friday.

Your post can go like…...
“Friday Mood Yet?”
We all are excited about our upcoming weekend and can't stop thinking about
it. Share with us your weekend plans or what are you doing this weekend.
HOW??? Whether you celebrate today with a happy face, a pair of raised hands,
or a mere shrug, July 17 marks World Emoji Day.
Post in comments on your weekend mood or plan.. portraying a favorite lyric, movie or any
story you can think of - using emoji, and as few words as possible. Be creative, be funny.
Brownie points for the most creative weekend plan explained through EMOJI’s :-)

Twinning Day (31st Jul)
A new office trend has hit social media in recent times
-twinning. It includes taking pictures of two people
turning from work in the same or very similar outfits.
The hashtag started trending recently when a flood of
pictures emerged on linkedin of several pairs of people
wearing the exact same outfits -and in some cases,
even the same hairstyles and accessories.

Your post can go like…...
TWINNING TIME…..
Let's all go twinning!
“All you need to do is simply take a picture of yourself with a colleague who is
wearing the same outfit, color as you are. You don't have to be wearing
carbon-copy ensembles to have a #Twinning picture,grab a partner and post a
pic with your office twin… the most identical twin wins!”
#twinningatwork

WHAT MORE??
Additionally... To kickstart the week, you can post bi weekly Mission Mondays & Opportunity Tuesday
messages to build a seamless employee experience with your folks

MISSION MONDAY
Tell the story of why your company
exists. Your vision, mission or maybe a
recent company win...Share the story
with the whole team!

OPPORTUNITY TUESDAY
What programs or benefits can you share
with the team that they can take advantage
of? Of all the great benefits that your
company has. Pick one and Empuls a poster.
Could be a hot offer running on the savings
and benefit hub or an interesting policy that
you wish to cascade.

Stay Tuned for more fun in our next release!

